understanding and describing nonviolence in CST documents, and more readily bring to light as well as sustain us in a set of core practices.
Catholic Social Teaching on Nonviolence
In general, most of the earlier documents of Catholic social teaching from Rerum Novarum in 1891 through Pacem in Terris in 1963 primarily utilized a deontological model of ethics. Since 1963, this model continues to hold significant sway even as other models receive more attention. 3 Charles Curran argues that the tendency to focus on structures and institutions has also contributed to inadequate attention to the person and development of virtues. 4 In this context, Catholic social teaching often expresses a rule-based assessment of nonviolence. Lisa Sowle Cahill points to Pacem in Terris as an evolution in official Catholic thinking about pacifism, but still articulated in terms of rules. This version of pacifism coheres with "just" war theory as a caution about whether the "just" war criteria can be met in our nuclear age. 5 Two years later at Vatican II, Gaudium et Spes maintained this ruleemphasis by arguing that pacifism, like "just" war theory, aims at selfdefense along with individual and communal rights. The difference resides simply in the means to these shared ends. Disagreement on the means is confined to individuals, such that war against aggression is a duty incumbent on those responsible for the common good. 6 Cahill explains that most recent official "pacifist" manifestations really amount to a development of a rule-based "just" war theory in the modern context. 7 In the 1983 document "Challenge of Peace," written by the U.S. Bishops, Cahill suggests that as far as the U.S. Bishops "portray pacifism as aiming at defense of the common good and human rights, they tend to assimilate pacifism to the natural law just war model."
In turn, CST's rule-based assessment of nonviolence has often truncated the imagination of nonviolent practices, both for daily life and public policy, and gives inadequate attention to forming the persons and groups interpreting and applying the rules. 10 A rule-based assessment also often gets played out in a tendency to blur the boundaries between nonresistance and nonviolent peacemaking on the one hand, and nonviolent peacemaking and "just war" theory on the other. This blurring often yields an understanding of nonviolence as the absence or reduction of conflict. Such a notion of conflict often creates an overemphasis on dialogue and a devaluing of nonviolent struggle, especially if the aim includes transforming structural violence. Further, CST primarily measures the success of nonviolent peacemaking practices by their protection of human rights, i.e. a set of rules. CST tends to argue that nonviolence is often unable to protect and promote certain human rights, such as the right to self-defense or the duty to defend the innocent. In turn, CST has held that nonviolent peacemaking was only or primarily for individuals. Thus, this rights-based ethic also reinforced an emphasis on "just war" theory and more recently on "humanitarian" intervention, more than nonviolent peacemaking practices, especially those that concern government or state actors. Other scholars have pointed out further significant limits of a general human rights-based approach.
11 It is at least partly for these reasons described above, I believe, that U.S. Catholic leadership often failed to challenge adequately U.S. political and military leadership on the use of war, e.g. the atomic bomb in WWII, Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq, etc., and our preparations for war, e.g. our military budget that entails 45% of global military spending.
However, a gradual recognition of the importance of virtue has been increasing in CST, especially since Vatican II, but also more clearly since the U.S. Bishops 1993 document Harvest of Justice is Sown in Peace. The combination of drawing more readily on the Bible, especially the Christian Scriptures, with its' clearer resonance to virtue ethics, and the extending of the call to holiness to all persons has contributed to positions in CST that have increasingly questioned the possibility of a "just war" and increasingly valued the potential of nonviolent 10 Further limits articulated in Eli McCarthy, Becoming Nonviolent Peacemakers: Virtue Ethic for Catholic Social Teaching and U.S. Policy (Wipf and Stock, 2012), 14-22.
11 Martha Nussbaum, Women and Human Development: The Capabilities Approach (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2001), 97 . Johan Galtung and Anders Wirak, "On the Relationship Between Human Rights and Human Needs," paper, no. 71, 1978 . <http://www.transcend.org/galtung/papers/On%20the%20Relationship%20Between %20Human%20Rights%20and%20Human%20Needs.pdf. peacemaking practices for public policy. The particular practices of nonviolent peacemaking illustrated by Gandhi, Martin Luther King, and the many successful nonviolent movements of the 1980's, especially the Solidarity movement in Poland, have also contributed to these positions arising in CST.
Pope John Paul II, who was a key contributor to the Solidarity labor movement in Poland and the largely nonviolent movements that toppled communism in Eastern Europe, taught that peace is the fruit of solidarity, which he also described as a key virtue.
12 He increasingly taught the priority of nonviolence and the need to end war, which Christianson argues was summarized in his statement "violence, which under the illusion of fighting evil, only makes it worse." 13 The Pope even went, as far as to say, "violence is evil. . .violence is a lie, for it goes against the truth of our faith, the truth of our humanity. Violence destroys what it claims to defend: the dignity, the life, the freedom of human beings." 14 Further, he exhorted persons not to follow leaders who train you in the way of inflicting death. . .Give yourself to the service of life, not the work of death. Do not think that courage and strength are proved by killing and destruction. True courage lies in working for peace. . .Violence is the enemy of justice. Only peace can lead the way to true justice.
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In the Challenge of Peace document of 1983 by the U.S. Bishops, they offer some reflections on the value of nonviolent means of conflict resolution. Although a virtue-based ethic is not predominant in their document, the Bishops acknowledge that some Christians since the earliest days have "committed themselves to a nonviolent lifestyle." adversary or oppressor would not be enough. The goal is winning the other over, making the adversary a friend (emphasis mine).
17
-an emphasis consistent with viewing nonviolent peacemaking as a virtue.
In Harvest of Justice the U.S. Bishops orient the document by discussing the theology, spirituality and ethics of peacemaking. 18 The Bishops argue that for Jesus' gift of peace to transform our world, it also requires "peaceable virtues, a practical vision for a peaceful world and an ethics to guide peacemakers in times of conflict." 19 The list of virtues includes:
faith and hope to strengthen our spirits by placing our trust in God, rather than in ourselves; courage and compassion that move us to action; humility and kindness so that we can put the needs and interests of others ahead of our own; patience and perseverance to endure the long struggle for justice; and civility and charity so that we can treat others with respect and love.
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The ethics to guide peacemakers in terms of conflict consists of the increasing importance of nonviolent peacemaking and the increasing questions about "just war" theory. 21 On nonviolent peacemaking and public policy, they argue Although nonviolence has often been regarded as simply a personal option or vocation, recent history suggests that in some circumstances it can be an effective public undertaking as well. . .One must ask. . . whether it also should have a place in the public order with the tradition of justified and limited war. . .Nonviolent strategies need greater attention in international affairs.
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In the midst of the Bishops' increasing questioning of "just war" theory, they consider the importance of character and a properly formed conscience:
Moral reflection on the use of force calls for a spirit of moderation rare in contemporary political culture. The increasing violence of our society, its growing insensitivity to the sacredness of life and the glorification of the technology of destruction in popular culture could inevitably impair our society's ability to apply just-war criteria honestly and effectively in time of crisis. In the absence of a commitment of respect 17 This increasing emphasis on virtue, character, conscience and vision in CST strengthens CST's position that all persons, not just political leaders, are responsible for the common good. After describing an agenda for peacemaking, 24 the Bishops conclude with discourse congenial to virtue, such as conversion and imagination:
. . .today's call to peacemaking is a call to conversion, to change our hearts, to reject violence, to love our enemies. . .To believe we are condemned. . .only to what has been in the past. . .is to underestimate both our human potential for creative diplomacy and God's action in our midst which can open the way to changes we could barely imagine. . .For peacemakers, hope is the indispensable virtue.
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Pope Benedict XVI has also indicated a way of thinking that supports the trajectory of further integrating virtue ethics into CST. He argues that the centrality of love can be commanded because God has first given love. 26 In other words, the central theme of Christian ethics is about a response to a gift, an attraction to a good before and more than assent to a command, duty, rule, or right. He attends to the interrelation of key virtues, such as charity. 27 In 2007, Pope Benedict spoke about the gospel text "love your enemies." He described nonviolence for Christians as not mere tactical behavior but a person's way of being, the attitude of one who is convinced of God's love and power, who is not afraid to confront evil with the weapons of love and truth alone. Loving the enemy is the nucleus of the "Christian revolution," a revolution not based on strategies of economic, political or media power (emphasis mine).
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When we combine his reflections on love, which prioritizes attraction to the good over command and rule, with his reflection on the centrality of love of enemies and particularly nonviolence as a way of being rather than mere tactic or strategy, he further opens the conceptual space 23 to understand nonviolent peacemaking as a virtue, which realizes the good of conciliatory love.
However, the movement toward integrating virtue ethics still has significant growing edges. I have noted how CST has previously relied primarily on a rules-based and more recently rights-based assessment of nonviolence. Even within the 1993 document, rights language has a significant, if not primary role. The term "virtue" is only used thirteen times, while the term "rights" is used over fifty times. In the vision of a peaceful world, the three components are each defined in terms of human rights. The "just war" tradition is understood in terms of a state's right and duty to defend against aggression as a last resort, and as aiming at the kind of peace that ensures human rights. Humanitarian intervention, i.e. using lethal force, is permitted in exceptional cases as a right and duty. Securing human rights is one of the five components of their agenda for peacemaking. Seriously considering nonviolent alternatives by national leaders is described as a moral obligation, or what Christianson calls a "prima facie public obligation."
29 Yet, in the ethics section, nonviolence is promoted as being an "effective public undertaking" under some circumstances, and thus, "nonviolent strategies" deserve more attention. In this instance, nonviolence gets portrayed primarily as a strategy or tactic, precisely in the context of arguing for its increased role in public discourse and policy.
In the 2004 Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, the priority of rights is even more pronounced and there is no explicit mention of "nonviolence" or development of the "peaceable virtues." 30 In this document they even use the misleading phrase "passive resistance" to refer to nonviolence. 31 The document also refers to Pope John Paul's quote that "violence is evil" and it "destroys our dignity," which is the foundational principle of CST, but then suggests that armed force "should be" used at the service of peace.
32 Do they also think armed force "can be" or simply in theory it "should be" if it were to ever be used? The relationship between peaceable virtues, nonviolence and 29 Christianson, "Catholic Peacemaking," 23. 30 Pontifical Council on for Justice and Peace, Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church (Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 2004). It does refer to peace as the fruit of justice and love, which are often described as virtues in the broader document. Rather than "nonviolence," the compendium acknowledges the value of the "witness of unarmed prophets" but gives it little explication except to condition it on the defense of human rights. C.11, par. 203, 494, 496. 31 Ibid., par. 401. 32 Ibid., par. 496, 502.
human rights needs further clarification and development in CST, particularly for public discourse and policy.
Jesus in Scripture and Ethics
Therefore, in the spirit of Vatican II, I re-turn to Jesus as represented in Scripture. Some core nonviolent peacemaking practices of Jesus illustrated by the scriptures include: proclaiming and inviting present participation in the Reign or Kingdom of God, caring for the outcasts and prioritizing those in urgent need, loving and forgiving enemies, challenging the religious, political, economic, and military powers, healing persons and communities, praying, along with risking and offering his life on the cross to expose and transcend both injustice and violence.
Glen Stassen and David Gushee in their book Kingdom Ethics argue that the prophet Isaiah is the place to look for the background of Jesus' teaching on the Kingdom. 33 Further, they argue that each of the main teachings in the Sermon on the Mount is actually a pointer to the way of deliverance given to us when this Kingdom breaks into our midst. Thus, they hope to re-position the centrality of the Sermon on the Mount by arguing that Jesus taught us not hard sayings or high ideals, but concrete practices of how to participate in today and prepare for the full unfolding of God's Reign. 34 In the Sermon, the beatitudes relate closely to virtue because they refer to both dispositions and practices that cultivate the kind of persons expressive of God's blessing. 35 For instance, the meek refers to gentleness and humility. Aquinas describes meekness as a virtue, which moderates the passion of anger and calms the desire for revenge 36 or injury for injury. 37 As the Sermon 34 Stassen and Gushee, Kingdom Ethics, 29-31. Servais Pinckaers offers a similar argument against the "idealistic" interpretation as well as against four other common ways of interpreting the Sermon. See "The Sermon on the Mount," in Sources of Christian Ethics (Washington, DC: Catholic University Press,1995), 136-139. 35 Pinckaers, "The Sermon on the Mount," 148, 160. Drawing on Augustine, Pinckaers argues that the relation between the beatitudes and the gifts unites Matthew and Paul closely through Isaiah, 152-3, which supports Stassen's point about the significant role of Isaiah for Jesus' ethics. Another example: the poor in spirit refers to those who live with a sense of our interdependence with others, especially on God, and thus, without arrogance. 36 continues, the practices get more specified in what Stassen and Gushee call transforming initiatives. They see a threefold structure rather than a twofold antithesis. The components are 1) traditional righteousness, 2) vicious cycle we often get trapped in, and 3) go, be reconciled, and make friends with the accuser or enemy. They discover fourteen triads in the Sermon. 38 For instance, Matthew 5.21-26 includes the three components in this way: 1) you shall not kill, 2) getting trapped in a cycle of being angry or insulting, and 3) go, be reconciled, and make friends with the accuser or enemy. In this case, the "transforming" initiative means the practice transforms the person into an active peacemaker, the relationship into a peacemaking process, and hopes to transform the enemy into a friend. 39 They argue that Matthew 5.38-42 offers this triadic pattern: 1) you have heard an eye for an eye, 2) cycle of retaliating revengefully or resisting violently, 40 and 3) turn the other cheek, give your cloak as well, go the second mile, and give to one who begs. 41 The context of Matthew entailed an oppressive occupation by the Romans, particularly oppressive acts by the Roman military, and an audience of the oppressed and apparently powerless. In turn, Stassen explains how turning the other cheek was taught in order to surprise the oppressor or insulter by taking the initiative, communicating nonviolently that one has equal dignity, and thus, discovering one's power. This practice of "turning the other cheek" exposes and then refuses to maintain the communication or logic of humiliation, i.e. psychological violence. Those engaging this practice take the initiative and opt out of the cycle of retaliation and violence, and thus, they "transform" the situation by offering humanity a "third way" of nonviolent love that justly restores a sense of shared human dignity. Thus, this practice confronts injustice and initiates the possibility of reconciliation. 42 Often, the first step of social and political nonviolent revolution is the oppressed asserting their dignity and refusing to be humiliated.
Many examples of nonviolent peacemaking practices are also found in the other Gospels. In Mark they include healing and restoration, cultivating courage, and self-suffering. For instance, the conditions of discipleship (Mark 8:34-38) entail taking up our cross, following Jesus' way, 38 Stassen and Gushee, Kingdom Ethics, 142. 39 43 This way of peace entails the practices of including outsiders and prioritizing the poor, which challenged the economic and political powers, practices of showing mercy by healing the enemy's wounds (Lk. 22.51), and being lambs in the midst of wolves. In the Johannine corpus, God is love. Laying down one's life for another in the way Jesus did is the ultimate expression of love of neighbor. Another key story is the woman caught in adultery. With the statement, "Whoever is without sin throw the first stone" (John 8), Jesus shifts the people's frame from blame and punishment to selfexamination and character assessment, as well as from radical "othering" of the target to identification with her. This practice of peacemaking invites each person away from a perception of justice that seeks to inflict further wounds or rely on lethal force, and toward a truer or fuller justice that prioritizes healing, repentance, and character growth, i.e. a restorative justice.
Jesus' nonviolent peacemaking practices pose challenges to military use of violence, violent revolts, and holy wars. For instance, the teachings of Jesus to love our enemies, assert our equal dignity in a transforming nonviolent way, prioritize the poor and outcasts, and aim for reconciliation raise difficult questions for and even suggest a challenge to military methods that depend on domination, the violence of lethal force, and often on a corresponding structure of economic injustice. These challenges arise even more clearly when Stassen and Gushee explain more specifically how Jesus' way of peacemaking fulfills Isaiah's prophecy that the Reign of God, made present and accessible in Jesus, will usher in peace. Isaiah 2:4-5 describes this peace with the words: "Nation shall not lift sword against nation nor ever again be trained for war." Later in Isaiah, the author judges Israel for trusting in the ways of military strength for security rather than in the ways of the Holy Spirit (Isaiah 31.1-5 and 32.15). Shifting to trust in God's Spirit yields a delivering justice that arises through God's suffering servant who does no violence (Is. 42.2 and 53.7-9). 44 The servant shall "not call out. . .in the open street" (Is. 42.1), which refers to the tradition of calling out the army for Yahweh war.
45 "He will not break a bruised reed, nor snuff out a smoldering wick. . .neither rebuke nor wound" (Is. 42:3-4). 43 John Donahue, "Good News of Peace," in The Way, April 1982. 44 Stassen and Gushee, Kingdom Ethics, 150-151. 45 Haring, The Healing Power of Peace and Nonviolence, 41.
Stassen and Gushee support Richard Hays' argument that this trend of nonviolence represents a univocal testimony about Jesus in the New Testament. 46 They also agree with William Swartley's argument that this univocal testimony advocates proactive peacemaking, consisting of positive initiatives to overcome evil by employing peaceable means to make peace. 47 All the Gospels report that Jesus entered Jerusalem on a donkey at the time of Passover, which fulfills Zechariah's prophecy (Zech. 9.9-10) of a Messiah of peace who stops war and commands peace to the nations. The evangelists are unanimous in portraying Jesus as subverting expectations of armed victory over Israel's enemies by assuming the posture of exposing injustice and violence through humble suffering, even to the cross. 48 In contrast to Daniel Bell's portrayal of the cross in his claims about virtue and "just war," I would argue based on the examples in this essay that Jesus' cross and our subsequent call as disciples to carry our cross is not analogous to enduring any kind of discomfort or suffering in our lives, but rather is about voluntarily risking suffering in order to expose and transcend both injustice and violence. 49 The cross also points us to those suffering intensely from both direct and structural violence, i.e. to the "crucified peoples" of today.
All the Gospels also report the story of Jesus clearing the temple of sellers and buyers. Stassen and Gushee argue that this act represented a practice of inclusion toward Gentiles, and thus, a practice of love of enemies. They point out how the story in Matthew cites Isaiah 56, which describes the house of prayer Jesus calls for as being one "for all nations." 50 However, the story of clearing the temple also involved direct challenge to a systemic economic injustice and the religious sacrificial system of violence. The selling of sacrificial animals presented a disproportional hardship and at times even excluded the poor from participating in the rituals. Jesus' general prioritizing of the poor and outcasts presented a pattern of challenging systemic economic injustice, which generates and maintains such poverty. Further, Jesus calls people to exercise "mercy not sacrifice" (Mt. 9.9). Rene Girard supports the connection between the temple clearing and nonviolence when he 46 During his arrest in the Garden, Jesus rejects the disciple's use of the sword to protect or defend the innocent, i.e. himself. For example in John's Gospel, Peter draws a sword and strikes the enemy, i.e. the unjust aggressor. Is this not a "just" use of violence to protect the Innocent one? Is there anyone more innocent than Jesus? But what does Jesus say and do in this climatic revelatory moment. . . 'Put down your sword' is the moment the Reign of God unhinges the logic of "justified" violence. In Luke's Gospel, his last free act before being arrested was to heal the ear of his enemy, who was struck by the violence of Jesus' disciple trying to defend the innocent (Lk. 22.51). He also rejects using legions of angels to fight a war (Mt. 26.51-54), which arguably would have been a "just war."
The shared stories about Jesus' clearing the temple, the Lord's Supper, the Garden, and the cross also indicate this overwhelming witness to nonviolent peacemaking. This kind of peacemaking is summed up in Jesus' new commandment to love as I have loved you (John 15:11-13), i.e. with nonviolent love of friends and enemies.
In a larger project I extend this analysis to Paul and the early Christian communities, as well as making some brief points about the Hebrew Scriptures. 52 For instance, in Acts we find cooperative distribution of resources and examples of martyrs who forgave their enemies. Paul united formerly alienated peoples, exhorted reconciliation of those caught in divisive rivalry in the newfound congregations, 53 described how the peace and authority of Jesus confronts the peace and authority of the Roman Empire, transformed the weapons of war in Ephesians, and offered sets of virtues consistent with Jesus' way.
In Romans 12-13, Paul discusses how to resist or not conform to this world, such as how to respond to evil, and our conduct toward rulers. Responses to evil include letting our love be genuine, blessing those that persecute you, repaying no evil for evil, never avenging yourselves, leaving room for God's power of accountability, making peace with all, conquering evil with good, and feeding your enemy if they are hungry in part to evoke their repentance. 54 Romans 13 is primarily about how a minority and oppressed group ought to relate toward rulers, particularly in the political context of Jews and Jewish Christians being expelled from Rome. N.T. Wright argues that Paul's underlying point is that social-political transformation is not won by the normal means of revolution or violence. By claiming that Caesar was answerable to God, Paul undermines pagan totalitarianism rather than reinforces it.
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Richard Brown and Walter Pilgrim argue that Romans 13 is not a doctrine of the state, good for all occasions, nor is it a political theory of the nature of the state, particularly in light of John's critique of this state in Revelations 13. 56 Further, it may be more descriptive of the prevalent ruling authority then prescriptive of government practices, particularly since Christians did not yet hold official government positions. Paul does not directly address the question of unjust governments here, although he is clear that our true citizenship belongs in the Kingdom of God (Phil. 3:20). However, Paul's central message of Christ crucified would readily bring to mind the injustice of Roman authority. 57 Romans 13:8 immediately follows this section on ruling authority and indicates that the new contrasting form of life is based on love, specifically a resistance of embodied love consistent with Jesus, rather than through violence.
Virtue Ethics and Nonviolent Peacemaking
Where does this witness of Jesus lead us regarding ethical approaches to nonviolence? Before I elaborate on this question, I want to describe virtue ethics in brief. In general, virtue ethics is a teleological approach, which is based on the premise that all human action is directed toward an end. Virtue ethics also implies that the human person is oriented toward a human good, end, or telos. Most virtue ethicists offer a broad, complex, comprehensive, and inclusive understanding of the human good. Thus, not all but many forms of life and ways of embodying the virtues are compatible with the human telos. understanding of the human good or telos will change and develop during our journey. 59 The ends of human action are ordered such that human flourishing or excellence represents a life lived in accord with virtue and participation in virtuous relationships. 60 Being virtuous means having a set of related virtues that enable a person to live and act morally well, not simply to do a morally good action.
61 I am using virtue to refer to a stable disposition to act, desire, and feel in characteristic ways that realize a specific aspect of human excellence or instance of human flourishing. 62 Each virtue actualizes and cultivates itself in paradigmatic or core practices.
The virtues and their paradigmatic practices lead us toward and constitute the specific human goods that entail human flourishing, and thus, differ from a utilitarian understanding of virtue as merely a means or technique to an external end or good. Virtue ethics also differs from a deontological understanding of virtue as merely a disposition to follow the rules. Virtue ethics is focused on the character of persons, but includes concern for both acts and ends or consequences. In virtue ethics, the primary ethical question asked is "Who are we (am I) becoming?" before, "What is the rule?" or "What are the consequences?" James Keenan argues that the real discussion of ethics is not "What should I do?" but more "Whom should I become?" Another key difference is that rules or consequences-based approaches often give slight attention to friendships and emotions, while virtue ethics significantly values both. 63 The scriptural evidence, particularly the witness of Jesus, makes it difficult to argue that the pattern of nonviolent peacemaking or love of 59 63 Friendships uplift our commitments and take us beyond treating others as a mere 'duty.' We can only develop virtue in the midst of friendships or community. Emotions are sensed as witnesses to our character and as help in directing actions. friends and enemies would not be at least one of the paradigmatic actions that corresponds to one of the key Christian virtues; and thus, not merely a utilitarian strategy. 64 However, a Christian virtue entails key features that are also satisfied by the portrayal of nonviolent peacemaking in the scriptural witness. First, a virtue is a habit, disposition, or practice that realizes a specific good or instance of human flourishing. Fr. Bernard Haring was one of the most prominent scripture scholars in the 20th Century and was instrumental in the transformation of ethics toward scripture and more gradually toward virtue in official Roman Catholic teaching. He argues that the Christian virtue of nonviolence realizes the good of conciliatory love. 65 This virtue, which I am calling nonviolent peacemaking, would differ from the Thomistic virtue of charity but could fit as a sub-virtue that arises most fully from charity, as does the virtue of mercy. While charity aims at friendship with God, the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking aims particularly at transforming enemies into friends, and deals with conflict or acute conflict, which call forth a unique set of paradigmatic practices. 66 Second, Joseph Kotva explains that virtues are a means to and constituent elements of human flourishing, i.e. our human end or telos.
67 For Christians, Jesus is the way, i.e. the means, and the one who ushers in the present and coming-to-completion Reign of God, i.e. the telos. Thus, Jesus' pervasive and consistent practices of nonviolent peacemaking support the characterization of nonviolent peacemaking as a virtue, which constitutes our telos.
Third, William Spohn argues that "each virtue of the Christian moral life is shaped by the story of Jesus and preeminently by its conclusion, the cross and resurrection." 68 The instances of nonviolent peacemaking arise centrally in the narratives about Jesus, and the power of nonviolent peacemaking to realize conciliatory love is ultimately conveyed in the reconciling cross and resurrection. Fourth, a virtue entails the formation and transformation of character, rather than being primarily an external law or rule for us to obey by rote. Jesus' practice of nonviolent peacemaking aimed to disclose the conciliatory character of God, and to transform the character of his Fifth, a virtue consists in being a practice rather than being a mere technique or instrument that produces goods tangential to the activity. Spohn explains that practices are primarily "worthwhile and meaningful in themselves; the enhancement and satisfaction they bring comes from doing them well." The primary intent of Christian nonviolent peacemaking entails a satisfaction found in expressing our love and gratitude for God's love, rather than primarily as an instrument to gain political power or receive the reward of heaven. As far as nonviolent peacemaking cultivates the transformation of our character, nonviolent peacemaking entails an enhancement from the activity itself, which is a constitutive element of a practice. Further, Spohn argues that practices are activities that make up a way of life. Jesus, again often called the "way," offered us a way of life, which entailed central practices such as those of nonviolent peacemaking.
Because the portrayal of nonviolent peacemaking in the scriptural witness satisfies these five key features of a Christian virtue, we ought to consider nonviolent peacemaking a distinct virtue rather than merely subsuming it in the paradigmatic practices of other virtues.
Integrating the Virtue of Nonviolent Peacemaking
A virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking supplemented by some aspects of human rights offers particular contributions toward developing CST. These contributions consist of both a more adequate way of understanding nonviolence, and a set of practices that arise more clearly and will more likely be sustained.
The shift in understanding consists in assessing nonviolent peacemaking as a virtue, which realizes the specific goods of a conciliatory love that turns enemies into friends, and truth, particularly the truths of our ultimate unity and equal dignity. 70 Recognizing this virtue qualifies key virtues, such as justice, courage, solidarity, and humility, and uplifts a certain set of related virtues to more prominence, such as hospitality, mercy, and empathy. For instance, the virtue of solidarity with its focus on the poor and oppressed would affect our analysis of 69 Consider the Good Samaritan and the transforming initiatives noted by Stassen, Kingdom Ethics, 29-31, 135-142. 70 Gandhi contributes the object of truth and its' particular aspects as described.
preparing and directly engaging in war, our analysis of those who exercise lethal force, by emphasizing the question "what kind of persons are they becoming," and our care for the environment. 71 The virtue of justice would orient us to restorative more than retributive justice.
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Restorative justice focuses on the harm or wounds to relationships and how to heal those wounds in ways which persons are restored to participation in the community with a commitment to basic human rights. The virtue of nonviolent peacemaking would include this, but primarily entail drawing the enemy into friendship, which is a deeper more lasting transformation or good. The virtue of courage that prioritizes endurance over attack would now include the practice of suffering out of reverence for the dignity of others (and self) by risking, perhaps even giving one's life without the distortion of our dignity created by relying on lethal force or by taking another's life.
Further, particular aspects of human rights can supplement this virtue-based assessment, which presently has less moral traction in public discourse. The contributions of human rights theory in CST already include a strong presumption against war and a fuller range of human rights that includes socio-economic and political-civil rights. 73 These aspects enhance the priority of nonviolence, the challenge to the exorbitant and disproportionate U.S. military spending and selling, and even Gandhi's insight about the constructive program being the main arm of nonviolence. Constructive program refers to "cooperation with the good" with a particular focus on caring for the poor and marginalized.
To take the approach outlined would set the stage for naming and elaborating a set of paradigmatic practices that correspond to the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking and its related set of virtues. I now turn to this set of practices as the second core contribution of a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking for CST.
Seven paradigmatic practices would include: 1) celebrating the nonviolent Eucharist, with secondary components of prayer, meditation, and 71 Attention to whom soldiers are becoming is particularly significant in light of the levels of PTSD, moral injury, suicide, murder, abuse of women and children, and homelessness. See Reuters News, "Mental Illness Common Among Returning US Soldiers," Mar. 12, 2007. <http://www.reuters.com/article/healthNews/idUSTON27935120070312>. fasting; 2) training and education in nonviolent peacemaking, with the secondary component of forming nonviolent peacemaking communities; 3) attention to religious or spiritual factors, especially in public discourse, and learning about religion, particularly in the form of intra-religious or inter-religious dialogue; 4) a constructive program with its particular focus on the poor and marginalized; 5) conflict transformation and restorative justice, particularly in the form of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions; 6) third-party nonviolent intervention both in the form of international implementation and local peace teams; and 7) civilianbased defense.
Pope Benedict recognized the central role of the Eucharistic practice in drawing us into the "revolution" of nonviolent love. 74 Fr. Cantalamessa, the Preacher to the Papal Household in 2005, affirmed the growing attention to the Eucharist as the sacrament of nonviolence and God's absolute no to violence. 75 Rev. Emmanuel McCarthy argues that the words "suffered and died" in the Eucharistic prayer are theologically correct, but pastorally insufficient. He suggests the Eucharistic prayer include something like the following:
On the night before He went forth to His eternally memorable and life-giving death, rejecting violence, loving His enemies, praying for His persecutors, He bestowed upon His disciples the gift of a New Commandment: "Love one another. As I have loved you so you also should love one another." . . .But, we remember also that he endured this humiliation with a love free of retaliation, revenge, and retribution. . .we recall also that He died loving enemies, praying for persecutors, forgiving, and being superabundantly merciful to those for whom [retributive] justice would have demanded [retributive] justice. 76 This practice of connecting the Eucharistic prayer with nonviolent peacemaking can be extended to the practice of prayer in general, but also to the practice of meditation. The virtue of nonviolent peacemaking not only foregrounds the significance of these practices, but also informs how and to what end(s) they should be practiced. For instance, prayer and meditation can function to re-connect us with the source of our lives and with the interconnectedness of all being. These practices often generate solidarity and patience, as well as a capacity to locate and focus on the deeper issues, desires, wounds, and needs. conflict become particularly trying and long-lasting, these practices nourish our energy and sustain us for the long haul.
Fasting has often accompanied prayer or meditation. Fasting can function as a way of discernment, along with cultivating a sense of solidarity with the poor, hungry, and vulnerable. Further, Gandhi illustrated how fasting can function to stir the hearts, especially of loved ones to transform their ways from violence toward nonviolent peacemaking. Policy makers who engaged in prayer, meditation, or fasting informed by the recognition and appreciation of the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking would likely become the kinds of people who can better see, imagine, and commit to policies oriented to nonviolent peacemaking.
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The attention to formation that a virtue-based assessment offers raises a second core practice: training and education in nonviolent peacemaking. The U.S. Bishops have spoken generally about how our nation needs more research, education, and training in nonviolent means of resisting injustice. But the specifics can be clarified and the implementation can be enhanced by a virtue-based assessment.
Scott Appleby makes the argument that we need stronger religious education in nonviolent peacebuilding, and that spiritual-moral formation is the key internal condition for moving beyond violence.
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John Paul Lederach suggests an emphasis on the moral imagination as a way to transcend violence, which resonates well with a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking. 79 Connecting the moral imagination to peacebuilding, he argues that such education should provide early and continual space for exploring questions of meaning and the journey such as: Who are we? What are we doing? Where are we going? What is our purpose? -all questions that get further emphasis with a virtue-based assessment. uplift this need for more emphasis in our education on nonviolent peacemaking, and suggest relevant courses toward developing "deep nonviolence," such as meditation or contemplation, and nonviolent communication. 81 Training, courses and experiences in nonviolent civilian resistance, which is ten times more likely to lead to a durable democracy than violent revolution, would also be included. 82 Other educational projects could include the movement to establish a Peace Academy, 83 analogous to the academies for the armed forces, or Just Peace Leadership Programs in colleges analogous to ROTC, a substantial increase in resources for the U.S. Institute of Peace, and the realization of a U.S. Department of Peacebuilding.
Closely related to the practice of training and education is the formation of communities committed to the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking. These communities provide a fertile and sustaining space to encounter nonviolent peacemaking, to grow in the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking and its related virtues, and to experiment with or imagine practices of nonviolent peacemaking. The Community of the Ark, the Catholic Worker Houses, and the Peace Community of San Jose de Apartado in Colombia offer good examples. 84 Gandhi illustrated this practice with his ashrams, understood as training for Satyagrahis. Catholic Dioceses and even public policy makers at various levels could also set up pilot-programs or experiment with the formation of nonviolent communities in the hope of drawing wisdom and practices eventually for the larger societies.
A third core practice arising more clearly in a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking is attention to 1) religious or spiritual factors, especially for public discourse, and to 2) learning about religion (s), particularly in the form of intra-religious or inter-religious dialogue. A virtue-based approach emphasizes conceptions of the good life, which persons in the major religious traditions have been reflecting on and enacting for thousands of years.
Appleby and Douglas Johnston have both elaborated on numerous examples of how the religious factor and religious actors can and should become a richer resource for peacemaking and U.S. statecraft. 85 The U.S. government has recently developed a Civilian Response Network to provide civilian experts for deployment to regions at the risk of, in, or transitioning from violent conflict. 86 However, while they draw on various fields of expertise for this Network, they do not yet, but should include expertise in religion and religious peacemaking.
A fourth core practice highlighted by a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking is what Gandhi called constructive program or social uplift of one's own community. Martha Nussbaum's central capabilities theory, enhanced by Lisa Cahill, represents a policy framework for actualizing the focus on the poor and marginalized found in the constructive program. 87 The constructive program enhances with strengthens our commitment to the Millennium Development Goals particularly since progress toward most of these goals is still not on target. 88 The Human Development Index, grounded in capabilities theory, would also receive more prominence in a virtue-based assessment, particularly compared to GDP or economic development. 89 Further, since a constructive program would also aim to construct and sustain peaceful societies, we would take more seriously the policy implications of the Global Peace Index, which ranks the U.S. 99 out of 162 countries. 90 Finally, the fair trade movement would find stronger support with its emphasis on the poor and easily exploited.
A constructive program helps our understanding that nonviolence is in fact primarily a constructive endeavor. Stassen's cohort that developed the ten practices of just peacemaking theory is an example focusing attention on the practices that make for peace, rather than simply on avoiding violence -or indeed justifying war. 91 Just Peacemaking Theory resonates well with a virtue-based approach.
A fifth core practice corresponding to the virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking is conflict transformation, particularly in the form of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions. By conflict transformation I follow Lederach, who describes it as envisioning and responding to "the ebb and flow of social conflict as life-giving opportunities for creating constructive change processes that reduce violence, increase justice in direct interaction and social structures, and respond to real-life problems in human relationships." 92 Conflict is not held to be problematic, something merely to manage or resolve, but rather as a creative opportunity for personal, relational, structural, and cultural growth or transformation. 93 Thus, conflict transformation arises more clearly in a virtue-based approach, which is personal, relational and growth oriented.
The accent on reconciliation in conflict transformation resonates well with Pope John Paul's addition of forgiveness to what Christianson calls the convoy concept of peace in CST, 94 and with the John Paul's message of "no justice without forgiveness." 95 Christianson argues "Catholic Social Theory needs a theory of conflict and principles of conflict transformation and reconciliation." 96 Kenneth Himes acknowledges the underdevelopment in CST of alternative ways to achieve peace and particularly strategies for conflict resolution, 97 calling for CST to give more attention to the themes of reconciliation, truth-telling, restorative justice and forgiveness, as well as to develop an ethic for resolving conflict, that goes beyond the strategy of dialogue. Yet, when Himes alludes to developing an ethic for resolving conflict, he primarily points to more rules in the form of just post bellum norms, rather than a virtue-based ethic with the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking. A virtuebased ethic would more adequately address the need to cultivate the character, which can imagine ways to achieve peace and respond to conflict, particularly enhancing the conflict transformation themes he mentions and sustaining the persons in their practice. William O'Neill and Dan Philpott have contributed to a deeper integration of virtue regarding the notion of reconciliation. 98 Conflict transformation and particularly Truth and Reconciliation Commissions could greatly enhance contemporary policy decisions. For instance, policy leaders even in the peacebuilding field sent a proposal to the new U.S. administration in late December 2008 but left out conflict transformation and reconciliation because they were and still are not "on the radar for many policy thinkers." 99 A virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking would contribute to this disconnect by clarifying the meaning and value of conflict transformation in general, and Truth and Reconciliation Commissions in particular. These commissions could enhance U.S. policies regarding Iraq and Afghanistan, among other issues, 100 as well as U.N. policy for example as at least a complement to the International Criminal Court, if not an eventual substitute.
A sixth core practice that arises more clearly from a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking is unarmed civilian peacekeeping. This practice entails an outside party intervening in a conflict as a non-partisan, with compassion for all parties, without violence, with the aim of reducing violence, and of creating a space for reconciliation and peace building. The virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking cultivates the kinds of persons who can imagine, prepare for, and enact unarmed civilian peacekeeping, as well as highlights the themes of compassion for all, aiming toward reconciliation, and empowering all persons, including civilians. The Nonviolent Peaceforce, which arose from reflecting on Gandhi's idea of shanti sena (peace army), is a prime example of the unarmed civilian peacekeeping practice. 101 Other examples include Peace Brigades International, Christian Peacemaker Teams, the Meta Peace Team, and the recently formed Muslim Peacemaker Teams in Iraq. 102 The practice of unarmed civilian peacekeeping could contribute to CST and present public discourse and policies in the following ways. First, the UN Peacekeeping force is still based on military operations, although it has been expanding its repertoire. 103 The practice of unarmed civilian peacekeeping provides an alternative form of peacekeeping, which would change the debate on UN Peacekeeping, such as the use of private military contractors. 104 Unarmed civilian peacekeeping could potentially shift the ground of UN peacekeeping from military operations to civilian operations; shift the training from military virtues to the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking and its related set of virtues; offer the specific practices of nonviolent modeling and interposition; and more adequately integrate the aim of reconciliation rather than primarily keeping parties apart.
Second, although the US government has recently developed a Civilian Response Network, the implementation of the originating directive has faced bureaucratic roadblocks and taken a backseat to the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 105 Further, the emphasis of the Civilian Response Network is on mere stabilization with primary concern for U.S. national security interests. A virtue-based approach to nonviolent peacemaking could enhance the policy of developing and implementing a Civilian Response Network because it a) raises the value of civilian participation and intervention, b) clarifies unarmed civilian peacekeeping as well as the practice of conflict transformation and the particular form of Truth and Reconciliation Commissions, c) indicates that the Civilian Response Network should also include experts in unarmed civilian peacekeeping, and d) calls us to human flourishing beyond mere national interests.
Third, unarmed civilian peacekeeping could offer some insights to the just policing model or to policing in general. One of these insights is the creation of local peace teams as a supplement to and perhaps eventually a substitute for armed police. The Meta Peace Team, Cure Violence in Chicago, the DC Peace Team, and the Measure Y program in Oakland California, which entails training and deploying unarmed, non-police, street-smart persons to patrol high violence areas, are movements in this direction. 106 A seventh core practice that becomes clearer in a virtue-based and human rights approach is civilian-based defense. This practice entails using nonviolent resistance or force to defend against military invasion, occupation or coups d'etat. The resistors do not physically prevent invading troops from entering their territory. Everyone participates in the resistance, taking responsibility for their defense rather than delegating it to an elite group. 107 The power of this practice is in part grounded in the notions a) that one who refuses to submit cannot be ruled, and b) the distinction between resolutely acknowledging the humanity of persons, while resisting their unjust agenda. 108 A virtue-based assessment is particularly congenial to everyone's personal growth, such as the participation and taking fuller responsibility, which civilian-based defense emphasizes. Further, a virtue-based assessment would be especially helpful in drawing our attention to developing the courage and solidarity to engage this practice, the sustenance to maintain it in the face of ongoing repression, the imagination to find ways to non-cooperate, and the capacity to discriminate between the shared dignity of persons and their agenda. The recognition of shared dignity or humanity in civilian-based defense also entails relating to the other as potential friends, i.e. with the conciliatory love that the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking enacts and aims toward.
Taking different forms, civilian-based defense has been tried a number of times in the past century and has recently been incorporated into the defense planning of some governments. 109 Drawing on Adam Roberts four stages toward civilian-based defense policy, 110 the UN, the U.S., and the Catholic Church, particularly Catholic schools, could all develop and emphasize policy on funding research and investigation into civilian-based defense (stage 1), as well as general public education in civilian-based defense with concentrated training and organizational preparations (stage 2). 111 If the U.S. would move toward a civilian-based defense policy, then this could help correct our excessive funding for military research in order to free up research funds for addressing root causes of violence, other social injustices, environmental harm, and human development. 112 Further, if Catholic schools of higher education were to give priority to the virtue of nonviolent peacemaking, and similarly to prioritize research into corresponding practices like civilian-based defense, then ROTC programs on campus would require serious reconstruction of their curriculum, or indeed should be given a diminished authority on campus, if not completely discontinued, as analogous just peace leadership programs are explored.
In sum, I have argued that a virtue-based assessment of nonviolent peacemaking contributes to CST by 1) offering a more adequate understanding than a rules-based approach, and 2) offering seven core practices that arise more clearly and more frequently in our imagination, and that will more likely be sustained. These practices further the integration of virtue, especially in CST, but also contribute to public discourse and policy. May we have the courage and the grace to live the adventure of our shared call to holiness.
